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1 Introduction 

The goal of this study is to research and implement a web application that would work 

as a learning platform for Counter Strike: Global Offensive players. The research will be 

conducted by interviewing and studying some players ranging from total beginners to an 

almost professional level of players. The players’ insight and ways of learning new tech-

niques help to narrow down the application to a level that matter how skilled you are, you 

would still find some use of this application. 

 

CS: GO is a game where two teams compete against each other taking turns attacking 

and defending. The aim for the attacking team is to plant a bomb on a marked spot while 

the defenders try to stop them. The bomb has a 40 second counter before exploding. 

During that time the defending team may attempt to defuse the bomb and thus winning 

the round. If either team is eliminated and bomb is not planted, that team loses. 

  

There is one gameplay element of Counter Strike: Global Offensive that will be the core 

of this application. It is the ability to throw different types of grenades or utilities in-game. 

It is a major component of the game at its competitive level. The most tactical utility is 

probably the smoke grenade (Figure 1). It is used to distract, to hide your movement and 

to block your opponent’s vision. With a bit of practice, you can learn to throw these from 

cover to precise locations. This application will work as a library for tactical utility throws 

and other tactical elements. 
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Figure 1. An in-game image of a utility (smoke grenade) being used. Here the defending team 
is using the smoke to cover their movement while they try to defuse the bomb. 

 

The solution of the platform Holysmokes is to provide a tool for the users, so that they 

can create and provide the content for each other. This way the application would work 

dynamically, and the creator would not have to create all the content. This approach 

would mean that the platform would change overtime just as the game changes. As the 

developer and not a professional player, it would be impossible to know each and every 

quirk and feature of the game, and that is why it is better to leave it to the hands of the 

community. 

 

The learning platform is aiming to be a simple and easy to use web application. The 

technology behind the application would be a frontend created with a React.js combined 

with a Google Firebase backend. The marketing strategy is to spread information about 

the application on social media platforms and generate ad-based income with ads. 
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2 Web applications 

A web application is a software that is running on a server and can be accessed using a 

browser. The part of the application that gets delivered to the user consists of three 

things. These are HTML, CSS and JavaScript. All major browsers support these lan-

guages. HTML marks up the order of the visible elements while CSS styles them. Ja-

vaScript is the part that makes a website powerful and its content interactive. 

2.1 Static web application 

A static web application is the simplest form of a website. When a user enters a URL for 

a static website in his browser, the server responds by sending an HTML file just as it is 

stored. The file is not altered in any means, but it can have styling provided with CSS. 

JavaScript can also be used in a static website, but its functionality must be run on the 

client side. A static website is usually hosted on a server that does not provide the func-

tion of running server-side code. 

2.2 Dynamic web application 

A modern dynamic web application is a one paged application, that works in the user’s 

browser and it is usually made using some kind of JavaScript framework. A one paged 

application means that when the site is browsed, the browser dynamically changes and 

edits things that are happening instead of redirecting to a new page like a traditional web 

page. Because a dynamic web application works in a browser, it does not need to be 

downloaded separately. Dynamic web applications can be accessed using a browser 

that meets a modern browsers criterion. Examples of such browsers are Google Chrome, 

Mozilla Firefox, Safari and Microsoft Edge.  

A dynamic web application does not require any device specific hardware. A web appli-

cation can be made to look like a native application so that a user familiarizes with it.  

Even if the web application looks like a native one, it responds more slowly to user ac-

tions than a native application thus feeling foreign to the user. The slowness of the ap-

plication is due to the fact that it is accessed through a browser and has to download all 
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the functionality and data from the web. However, modern browsers make this a bit eas-

ier, as they store part of the site in the browsers cache. [1.] 

2.3 Progressive web application 

A progressive web application is a mixture of a traditional mobile application and a web 

application. Even though progressive web applications area fairly new thing, the technol-

ogy behind them is essentially the same as in web applications. A PWA can be accessed 

through a browser and it does not need to be installed. If you have a PWA capable device 

such as an Android phone, the website will prompt you to install the application to your 

home screen. A PWA must meet a few criteria based on user experience in order for you 

to be able to install it on your phone. These criteria include: 

• The site must use HTTPS-protocol to transfer data. 

• The site must be responsive to any screen size. 

• All of the applications URLs must be available in offline mode. 

• A user must be able to install it to his home screen. 

• The application needs to load fast. There is a 10 second time limit for using a 3G 

connection. 

• The application must work on all major browsers (Chrome, Edge, Firefox, Safari) 

• The user experience must be fast no matter how slow the connection is. 

These criteria can be checked with the help of Lighthouse. It is a tool for evaluating 

PWAs. [2.] 

The only thing slowing down the growth of PWAs is that big companies such as Apple 

have not joined in on it. This hinders companies to develop PWAs since they would have 

to make a separate application for Apples iOS if they want their application to be installed 

on the home screen. Apples reason for this is strictly economic. They would lose a lot of 
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money if people installed their applications straight from the browser instead of their own 

digital distribution platform App Store. As long as a company the size of Apple ignores 

this type of application software, it has an inevitable obstacle on its development path. 

[3.] 
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3 Technologies used 

There were a couple of good JavaScript framework options to make the frontend of the 

application. Vue.js and React.js seemed both good options to build a PWA. The decision 

to choose React.js as the frontend solution was that there is a huge community behind 

React, much larger than behind Vue. The React community is a huge help when starting 

out or when encountering a technical problem while developing. Firebase was the 

backend choice because it serves all the functionality that was needed. The main func-

tion of the backend is to handle authentication, database and hosting the application.  

3.1 ReactJS Frontend 

React.js is Facebooks JavaScript library that is designed to create interactive UIs. It can 

be used to develop web- or mobile applications. At first React is quite overwhelming, 

because it has so many different parts and new things such as components, props, JSX, 

elements, virtual DOM, React hooks and more. Consequently, it is quite hard compre-

hend what React actually is. 

React is technically not a framework because it does not rely on an ecosystem of tools. 

This means that React can be used on top of other frameworks such as Angular. React 

can be used to create a complete application or you could just place some React func-

tionality to your non-React web app. This is achieved by React components, which are 

independent and reusable JavaScript code that return HTML with a render function (List-

ing 1). [4.] 

class Bubble extends React.Component() { 
 render() { 
  return <p> I am a bubble! </p> 
 } 
} 

Listing 1. An example of creating a simple React component called Bubble. 

React can place this component in the HTML through DOM (Figure 2). DOM is an API 

that can be searched and manipulated with JavaScript. DOM is meant to define how 

elements in the document share data to each other. It also defines how these elements 

can be referred to. 
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Figure 2. An overview how the DOM looks like. [5.] 

React does not directly manage the DOM. It creates its own version of it called the React 

virtual DOM, which is not the actual DOM.  That is why components are rendered to the 

ReactDOM (Listing 2). React compares the virtual DOM to the actual DOM every time a 

user interacts with a component. If React notices no differences, it does not do anything. 

If differences are found, React replaces the DOM with the virtual version thus updating 

the UI. [5.] 

ReactDOM.render(<Bubble />, document.getElementById(‘root’)); 

Listing 2. This renders the Bubble component into React’s virtual DOM 
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React components have a built-in state object. State is an object where you can store 

different values that belong to that component. A state can be updated by calling a 

“setState” function which updates the state asynchronously. When a component no-

tices a change in its state, it re-renders itself meaning that the output will match the 

new value. An example of this could be a logged in users name that is displayed in the 

component. The component is same for all users, but the state is different. 

3.2 Firebase Backend 

Firebase is a backend solution which was eventually chosen for this project. It is a 

backend server designed for Android, iOS and mobile web users. The most recent addi-

tion to firebase is that it supports Unity projects as well. Firebase is an engaging backend 

solution that covers the need for our database, storage and hosting problems. The Fire-

base console filled with services that helps to build, improve and grow your application 

(Figure 3). Holysmokes is an application that needs to use many of these, and the aim 

here is to focus on the ones that are most vital. 

 

Figure 3. Overview of the Firebase console of an individual project 
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3.2.1 Authentication 

Authentication will be handled by Firebase Authentication which integrates with the other 

services. Anonymous users are part of our application but there is some functionality like 

uploading content which is restricted to having a confirmed identity of the user. This con-

tent will then be reviewed by an admin user that will be configured in Firebase Authenti-

cation which supports role-based user permissions. 

3.2.2 Storage 

Firebase Cloud Storage is a core part of our application. It will store and serve all the 

content that is provided to the user. The upload process is robust which means that if 

something disturbs the upload process, the upload will resume from where it stopped. 

With Firebase security rules access can be granted or access to some areas of Cloud 

Storage to different user groups can be restricted. Firebase Cloud Storage is also infi-

nitely scalable so there is no way it would perform slowly or run out of space. [6.] 

3.2.3 Database 

There are two database options in Firebase. The options are Realtime Database and 

Cloud Firestore. They are both NoSQL databases designed for mobile use and they both 

offer client-first SDKs, real-time updates and they are free to use up to a certain point. 

Realtime Database is the original database that Firebase has had since the beginning of 

its time. Realtime Databases stores its data in JSON trees, does not offer local data 

storage for web clients and requires more complex queries with limited sorting. Realtime 

Database scales poorly as it requires sharding the data across multiple databases. It is 

mainly used for simple data. 

Cloud Firestore is the successor to the Realtime Database and it is used in the backend 

since it offers so much more for this application. It stores data in JSON like documents 

arranged in collections which are easy to read. It offers better offline support for web 

applications which is important for this application if it is going to be transformed into a 

PWA at some point. Cloud Firestore also offers much more complex querying which is 

helpful when building a tool for the user to browse and filter through content and it scales 
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automatically when it detects its limits. The only downside in Cloud Firestore is that it has 

limits on the write rates to individual documents. Luckily, there are only a few occasions 

of needing to modify individual documents in our application. [7.] 

3.2.4 Cloud Functions 

Cloud Functions is a serverless environment where you can connect your Firebase ser-

vices. Cloud Functions are snippets of custom code that can be triggered with events 

that are happening in the cloud infrastructure. Cloud Functions can be written in a variety 

of programming languages such as: 

• Java 

• Python 

• Go 

• Node.js 

Our application uses Node.js environment to run Cloud Functions. We have need for a 

couple of custom functions. One function is triggered when a user uploads a clip, creating 

a thumbnail image in the storage with the help of FFMPEG. The other function is deleting 

a clip’s Firestore document and thumbnail image after deleting a video file from the stor-

age. 

3.2.5 Hosting 

Firebase Hosting is a hosting service for which provides content delivery for web appli-

cations. It is a secure way to deliver and retrieve data to the user with its built in zero-

configuration SSL. The delivery of assets is backed by an SSD storage and a global 

CDN, which means that wherever the user may be, the content is delivered quickly. Fire-

base Hosting also provides you with a sub-domain which can be changed to a custom 

one if needed. You can also set up workflows with Travis or GitHub integration. [8.] 
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3.2.6 Pricing plans 

Firebase features two pricing plans. A free one called Spark and a pay as you go plan 

called Blaze. There is one huge difference in these two plans which is why we can’t use 

the free one. It is because the paid plan has the ability to use a Node.js 10 runtime with 

our Cloud Functions. Firebase will charge money from stored data in the Blaze pricing 

plan and an admin will not have the time to review the potential rate of unlimited videos 

provided by the users. This is why we need to add limitations to how many unreviewed 

video clips a user can have at a time, so that no user can cause intentional economic 

harm by uploading tons of useless video clips. 

3.3 GitHub 

GitHub is used for the project’s version control. GitHub started in 2008 and it is a software 

development platform designed to host code. GitHub is nowadays owned by Microsoft 

and there are over 40 million users on the platform. [9, 10] GitHub supports version con-

trol, project management and task automation which makes it perfect for our application’s 

version control platform. When being done with a specific task, that version of the appli-

cation can be stored on GitHub to its own repository and it can be retrieved at any time.  

 

Figure 4. Commits on the master branch are deployed to Firebase after they run testing and building 
processes. 

GitHub Actions is a feature that you can enable in your repository. It is a feature that 

performs automated tasks based on what the developer needs. This project uses it for 

continuous deployment. In our use case, when the code is pushed on a specific branch 
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in the repository, GitHub Actions will perform automated tasks such as run tests and 

build the application (Figure 4). After completing these tasks, it will deploy the build to 

Firebase Hosting. 
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4 Benchmarking other online video platforms 

Benchmarking is used to compare performance of different things. Benchmarking is 

performed to gain new insights and to improve processes. In this benchmarking test 

the aim is to compare the different processes other online video platforms have. The 

main things we are looking for are things like landing page, authorization, upload pro-

cess and the video feed. In this benchmark we compare 3 different video platforms 

where one is a competitor of ours. 

• Youtube.com 

• CSGONades.com 

• Vimeo.com 

The only page where interaction with videos can be made as soon as the page is 

loaded is CSGO Nades. CSGO Nades is a similar platform to the platform we are cre-

ating. YouTube comes second wanting to interact with a video. It only prompts you to 

sign in, but it does not force it, and with one click you are already browsing. Vimeo has 

the dullest landing page of them all. It does not show any video thumbnails and only 

shows pricing plans for content creators. I did not find a way to browse videos from the 

landing page in Vimeo without logging in. 

Authorization is something that all of these provided. In Vimeo it is very highly required 

as you have no means to browse anything without authorizing. YouTube prompts you 

to do it but there is no requirement to do it if you are only watching videos and not plan-

ning to interact with them. CSGO Nades does not prompt or require authorization if you 

are not going to upload videos. The only problem with CSGO Nades authorization is 

the fact that you have to sign in with your Steam credentials. Steam is the platform 

where you can buy games and where you have your game library as well as your in-

game inventory. It is well known that some sites use a fake Steam link to fish for your 

credentials so that they can steal inventory items from you. Some collectors in game 

inventory can have a value of over a thousand euros or more and this is why Steam 

login may scare away some users. 
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The upload process requires authorization in all of these platforms. YouTube and 

Vimeo have somewhat similar upload processes. They require the same additional in-

formation to be submitted with the video such as: 

• Title 

• Description 

• Maturity rating 

• Tags 

• Language 

• Category selects 

• Private or Public video 

CSGO Nades upload process is very different. It has some of the same options as Ho-

lysmokes but there is no direct video uploading. What you have to do instead is upload 

the video on another platform and then link the video URL to CSGO Nades upload 

form. This means that we have to authorize on two platforms to upload a video and this 

makes the process very complicated. This also means that their site is not hosting the 

videos. CSGO Nades is also missing thumbnail generation. You have to provide the 

thumbnail yourself in the upload form. This is where our platform Holysmokes has an 

advantage, because all videos are uploaded to and hosted by our Firebase backend 

where the thumbnail for the video is also generated. 

This part of the benchmarking has the least amount of differences. The video feed is 

something where all of these platforms share the same UI principles. All of them show 

a gallery of thumbnails with the titles of the video and some additional information such 

as view count. This UI principle is something that cannot be strayed away from in order 

for a user to be familiar with it from the first moment he lands on the page. 
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5 Design & Usability 

The application is designed on the fly. There is no clear shell how the application should 

look like. When building a feature such as registering a user, the design around that will 

focus on the stuff that the interface needs. There are a few major features that are going 

to be provided for users. All of these features revolve around the clips of techniques that 

the application consists of. These are the main features: 

• To browse and find new techniques 

• To share techniques with others 

• To be able to provide your own techniques 

• To be able to search techniques 

The goal is to make the application as approachable as possible thus allowing anony-

mous users to browse through content. If a user wants to provide content, he needs to 

make a user and confirm his email. To prevent mischief, all provided content will be 

reviewed by an admin user before it is available for everyone. You can also have a max-

imum of 5 clips under review before you can post a new one. This prevents a malicious 

user from filling up our backend with useless content.  

5.1 Responsive design 

It is important to consider different screen sizes and layouts if the aim is to have a web-

based application, that is meant to work in a browser. There are different people with 

different taste. Some like to use applications with their computer on a big screen while 

others may prefer to use their smartphone. This means that all screen sizes and aspect 

ratios must be supported. 

When smartphones became common and people started to browse the web with them, 

designers started to make mobile friendly websites. A mobile friendly website is a regular 

website that squeezes all the functionality on a mobile display. This was a good step 
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towards a mobile world, but the user still has to pinch or double tap to zoom in on the 

elements to be able to read them. [11.] 

In 2018, over half of the searches made online were made with a smartphone. That 

means that no matter what type of website you are building, mobile users must be paid 

attention to. That is why developers and designers talk about “mobile first”-method when 

building a website. Which means that the mobile user comes before anyone else in the 

design process. [12.] 

Nowadays responsive design is the most common way to design a modern web-based 

user interface. Responsive design means that the user interface is able to recognize the 

device it is on and adjust to its screen size. Functionality of a website can also be con-

trolled with responsive design. If the mobile and desktop versions of our application are 

to be compared, we can see that the header or top bar changes when the screen size 

changes. On a big screen it is filled with buttons, but the mobile version hides the buttons 

behind a hamburger menu button (Image 7). 

 

Figure 5. Comparison of the two header types. Here you can see the mobile version’s hamburger icon 
replacing the button row that is visible on a larger screen. 

The responsiveness is made possible thanks to modern CSS: media queries. A media 

query consists of a media and of one or more prerequisites (Listing 1). If the prerequisites 

are met, the rules of that media are applied. With these you can create infinite rules which 

the user interface will obey. 
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@media only screen and (min-width: 767px) { 
 h1 { 
  color: black 
 } 
} 

Listing 3. A simple media query where the color of Heading 1 is changed to black when the size of the 
browser window is at least 767 pixels wide 

5.2 Design elements 

The application takes form as an online video platform. The design of the application 

takes much inspiration from other online video platforms such as YouTube.  

 

Figure 6. Holysmokes and YouTube mobile feed compared 

As you can see (Figure 6), the wheel does not need to be reinvented. The purpose is to 

somewhat follow in the footsteps of the king of online video platforms. On the mobile 

version we mimic the following two trends that YouTube has. There are no clips next to 
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each other, just a vertical feed of infinite videos which can be browsed by scrolling. An 

individual video can be opened up just as in YouTube. 

 

YouTube shows the length of the video in the corner of the thumbnail. There is no need 

to show that in our case as the clips that are uploaded are shorter than 20 seconds. What 

is shown in the corner is the important stuff that the player wants to see. A player wants 

to know if the specific technique works on the server that he is playing on. What is shown 

in the corner is viable information to the player as there are two types of servers. 64 and 

128 tick servers. In-game objects behave a little differently on these two server types. 

That is why we need the uploader to tell which server environment is required for the 

type of technique.  

5.3 User research 

Some of the design choices were formed with the help of potential users. Google forms 

was used to conduct a user interview survey. An amount of 28 responses were formed 

at the time of writing. The variety of skill between the players who answered ranged from 

total beginners to an almost professional level. 

The game in its competitive level is fast paced and if a potential user wants to check up 

on a technique mid game, he should be able browse through content as soon as he lands 

on the page. There is no need to authorize yourself if you are not planning to provide 

content, thus making the application ready to use immediately. 

The plan is for the uploaded videos to be quick and informational, so we asked players 

about the duration of a perfect video about the content. Majority of the responses stated 

that 10 seconds is the optimal maximum length for an in-game smoke grenade throwing 

video. Some responded with 15 seconds but only one response thought that 5 seconds 

would be the optimal maximum length of the videos. The 10 second limit makes the user 

experience marginally faster when browsing through content and this way we also mini-

mize in storage space per video. Manually testing of this led to a maximum length of 20 

seconds, because 10 to 15 seconds was not enough in some cases.  
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5.4 Usability testing 

Usability testing was performed on multiple users. Half of the test participants were on 

mobile while the other half were using the desktop version. They were given the URL to 

the first version of the site so that they could access it via the web. This was also a test 

to see how well the hosting service would do. When the user landed on the page, they 

were given a list of tasks to complete. These tasks included: 

• Create a user and login 

• Browse through at least 5 different video clips 

• Upload a video clip of your choice (didn’t have to be game related) 

• Request a new password 

• Logout 

The upload task was only completed by a couple of people due to not having any short 

video clips on their device. The other tasks were done by everyone. Almost all of the 

tasks were completed seamlessly except a couple of them. 

One of the tasks that proved to be difficult and almost everybody had something negative 

to say about it. It was the task of browsing through video clips. This felt difficult since the 

users felt that there was no way of returning from a video clip after they clicked and 

opened it. This is true since the only way to back from a clip is to use the dedicated back 

button of the browser the user is using. This was a severe problem since the aim is for 

the user to browse through multiple clips when he lands on the site. Opening a video clip 

is also an opportunity to show an ad an generate income. Many of the users suggested 

that the video clip page should open in a modal and not in its own page.  

The other task that had some issues was the upload task. This was not nearly as bad as 

the other problem. Some of the users complained about not seeing an upload counter. 

This usually led the user to being confused and they started to refresh the page, thinking 

that there was some problem on their end.  
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5.5 Dark UI 

A dark user interface is a no brainer in this case. CS: GO players like to setup their 

brightness and contrast to a very high level to make it easier to spot enemies in dark 

places. We will have a simple dark design because when a user switches to a browser 

and opens this application, we do not want to blind them with a light-colored theme. 

Another use case is that if a user has the application open on a secondary monitor, a 

dark theme helps them to focus on the main monitor and prevents blinding them from 

the side.  
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6 Marketing 

6.1 Advertising Revenue 

The main business plan of the software is to generate advertising revenue. That means 

that the main source of income would be to earn money by displaying advertisements on 

the site. There are many advertisement platforms provided by huge companies such as: 

Google, Facebook, Amazon and Microsoft. 

Our application will go with Googles AdSense since our backend is already on Googles 

platform. That way we can fully embrace the Google ecosystem. AdSense is a service 

that Google provides for generating income for website publishers. AdSense matches 

the ad content based on your website and visitors. Google handles all the relationships 

with advertisers and takes 32% of the money made from your site’s ads. There are four 

types of ways of getting paid for the ads that are displayed. These are: 

• Cost per click 

• Cost per thousand impressions 

• Active view cost per thousand impressions 

• Cost per engagement 

 

Figure 7. Visualization of how Ad Rank is calculated. [13.] 
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Google has a way of determining which ads to show on your website. This tool is called 

Ad Rank (Figure 7). Ad Rank is a value used and determine ad position or whether not 

to show ads at all. Ad Rank is calculated by multiplying your cost per click value with a 

quality score which is a prediction of clickthrough rates and ad relevance. Quality score 

takes keywords also into account. [13.] 

6.2 Fighting Ad Blockers 

AdBlock can be an inhibition of ad revenue. According to Doc Searls’ blog post “Is ad 

blocking past 2 million worldwide?”, 11% of all devices connected to the world wide web 

are using some kind software to block ads. [14.]  The majority of our userbase consists 

of young males and according to Joseph Johnsons online survey in the UK, these results 

show that around 40% of people from 15 to 35 year olds use ad blockers. [15.] Ad block-

ers need to be taken into consideration if maximum income with ad revenue is to be 

created. 

There are different approaches to dealing with adblockers. Some say that you should 

block all content from them before they are allowed to interact with the website. Others 

think that they should be ignored and some just want to notify the incoming user with 

non-hostile message to disable the ad blocker, without closing the site from them. Our 

approach is going to be the one notifying the user about his ad blocker but not forcing 

them to close it, because according do Mathew Boughton’s news article, 74% of US ad 

block users leave sites where content is hidden before you turn off your ad blocker. [16.] 
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7 Results 

In this study, some UI elements from big online video platforms were mimicked, because 

they share some of the same UX and UI principles. User interview (Figure 8) and testing 

led to small changes and improvements that I had not thought of. The following obser-

vations were made as a result of this research. The application’s user experience was 

working for the users. Many of the users liked the look of the first version and only had a 

few issues that are easy to fix. They also gave valuable insight on how they would like 

the UX to work in some of the cases that did not feel so natural for them. Many shared 

the same opinion on these things. Many of them also praised the simplicity of the appli-

cation, which was a huge target of mine, since I wanted to create a simple and easy to 

use application that could be interacted with as soon as you land on the page. There are 

also some huge advantages on the platform that the competitors are missing, and that 

could lead into success. I also found out that I should prompt ad block users to remove 

their ad block to support the creator and not hide and disable content from them. Overall, 

I think the process was a success. 

 

Figure 8. Results for some of the questions of the user interview  
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8 Conclusion 

The purpose of this thesis was to develop a dynamic and video-based learning platform 

to the web for Counter Strike: Global Offensive players. The aim of this project was to 

create a web application with the help of user research. Web application was chosen 

since the aim is to reach desktop and mobile users. The platform focused on one specific 

element of the game and thus limiting the complexity of it. This gameplay element is the 

ability to throw utilities to specific tactical positions such as a smoke grenade to cause a 

diversion or to block vision. 

The frontend was designed with the help of a user interview which had 28 participants 

that were all players of CS: GO.  The applications frontend has a fully responsive UI built 

with Reactjs and after some usability testing with potential users, the UX proved to be 

good after a little bit of polishing. The applications code is hosted on GitHub and is con-

tinuously delivered to Firebase Hosting service. The full scope of this was not met as it 

is not ready for public use and there are no ads on the site as of yet.  

The application is meant to be released in the coming months as it is not yet ready for 

the public use. After integrating an ad service and Googles reCAPTCHA it should be 

ready. The UI needs a little fine tuning, but it is not the worst of problems since that can 

be polished until forever. After release, the possible PWA future for the application is to 

be considered. Windows 10 supports PWA and that is one of the main reasons the ap-

plications future has PWA on its path. Almost all of CS: GO players have Windows 10 

as their operation system since it is the go to OS when building or buying a gaming PC.  
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